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Abstract

The Modelica language is one of the most important
languages for representing a large class of systems,
ranging from vehicles to climate control systems in
buildings. Component libraries, containing compo-
nents like valves, motors, pumps, etc., have been built
to facilitate the construction of complex systems, but
at present model construction and parameter estima-
tion are entirely manual. We have developed soft-
ware for automating the process of constructing mod-
els that optimise a range of metrics (e.g., model-
simulation accuracy or diagnostics accuracy) to tailor
models to a range of applications, such as diagnosis
and control. We describe initial experimental results
using a well-known dynamical benchmark model.
Keywords: Model Learning, Bayesian model selection

1 Introduction

Modelica is an important language for simulating a
large class of systems, ranging from vehicles (Brück-
mann et al., 2009) to physiology (Mateják et al., 2014)
and climate control systems in buildings (Plessis
et al., 2014; Wetter et al., 2014). Given the increasing
use of Modelica as a language for systems modeling, it
is being applied to a range of applications beyond sys-
tem simulation, such as embedded control, diagnosis,
and prediction (Casella et al., 2008). For these other
applications, the models must satisfy requirements
beyond just simulation accuracy. Consider the case
of control models: these models must balance model
fidelity (to represent fundamental dynamics neces-
sary for control system performance) with simplicity,
since most advanced control design techniques, e.g.,
model-predictive control, start to become intractable
for systems of order greater than about ten. Creat-
ing tractable control models requires simplifying tra-
ditional simulation models, deleting any behaviours
that do not significantly affect the equilibrium values
and/or the control-relevant system dynamics (Casella
et al., 2008).

For simulation purposes, the key criterion for a
Modelica simulation model is accuracy, i.e., how

closely does the model simulate the real system. In
such cases, we can judge the quality of a Modelica
model in terms of a criterion such as the mean squared
error (MSE) measure, specified in terms of the differ-
ence between simulation output and data from the
real system.

However, for applications like embedded control
and diagnosis, other criteria are necessary. The
computational complexity of evaluating the Modelica
model is important, since inference involving control
and diagnosis typically involves multiple simulations
to determine an optimal system state. In addition, di-
agnostics accuracy may require different model prop-
erties than just simulation accuracy; for example, di-
agnosis involves computing whether the nominal sim-
ulation better matches the real data than a simulation
of a failure behaviour, so we are comparing potentially
multiple different simulation behaviours, rather than
trying to make a single simulation as accurate as pos-
sible.

Component libraries, containing components like
valves, motors, pumps, etc., have been built to facil-
itate the construction of complex systems. As useful
as these libraries are, at present they have several de-
ficiencies, including (1) model fidelity that may not be
suitable for the application at hand, and (2) the fact
that the component model construction and parame-
ter estimation are entirely manual. It is well known
that the models provided within Modelica component
libraries, e.g., (Casella and Leva, 2003; Casella et al.,
2006), are typically too detailed for control and di-
agnostics applications (Casella et al., 2008; Imsland
et al., 2010). The models designed for control and di-
agnostics applications are referred to as reduced-order
(RO) models (Antoulas et al., 2001) or balanced-
complexity models (Elgsæter et al., 2012; Kittilsen
et al., 2012).

The two approaches typically adopted for gen-
erating application-specific models are (a) reducing
the order of a detailed simulation model (Antoulas
et al., 2001), or (b) building the model from scratch
(Kim et al., 2014; Provan, 2011). Approach (a) is
challenging since model-reduction software is highly
domain-specific and still requires further development
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to achieve commercial applicability. Approach (b)
is expensive, and does not make use of component
libraries in which considerable time and effort have
been directed.

We present an alternative approach for generating
application-specific models that does not require the
use of model-reduction software, but which can make
use of model libraries, albeit a more generalized view
of model libraries. We propose an approach that can
use a model library containing component models of
multiple levels of fidelity to generate a system-level
model that optimizes a particular model metric. This
approach has two key novel aspects. First, we define a
metric for evaluating the fitness of a model for partic-
ular applications. Second, we describe a software tool
that can apply the metric for generating application-
specific models. We demonstrate our approach in the
area of diagnostics for process-control systems.

In this article, we address the issue of match-
ing component model fidelity to the application at
hand. Most existing domain-specific libraries, e.g.,
the building energy library (Wetter et al., 2014), are
built in a hierarchical fashion on top of lower-level
libraries, in this case the Modelica hydraulic library
(Casella et al., 2006; Tummescheit and Eborn, 1998).
Since the hydraulic library is highly detailed, the
building library inherits this level of fidelity. For ap-
plications like control and diagnostics, this level of
detail may be unnecessary, and may limit the appli-
cability of the generated code due to slow inference
speeds.

We have been developing libraries with compo-
nents that are described in multiple levels of fidelity.
Variable-fidelity models have been used for many
years for the systems optimization process in en-
gineering design (Schmit and Farshi, 1974). How-
ever, typically each model is system-level, rather than
component-based.

In this article, we describe an approach for devel-
oping a component library L containing components
described at multiple fidelity levels, e.g., as a non-
linear system (high-fidelity model), linear system, or
a qualitative system (low-fidelity model). Choosing
the right component model for system simulation is a
difficult task and requires a search in the space of all
possible component-fidelity combinations.

We propose an automated method for computing
a system model that optimizes a set of metrics (e.g.,
model-simulation accuracy or diagnostics accuracy)
given a set of simulation scenarios. We describe initial
experimental results showing the feasibility of this ap-
proach for diagnosis applications, using a tank bench-
mark to illustrate our approach.

2 Systems Model Specification

This section formalises the notion of model for two
applications, simulation and diagnostics inference. As
mentioned earlier, most uses of Modelica models are
purely for simulation, but we will generalise that no-
tion by defining a model that generates behaviours
based on multiple modes, e.g., modes corresponding
to normal behaviour, and modes corresponding to be-
haviour where a fault is present. For example, a valve
can block flow when shut, but if it cannot close fully
then it will not fully block flow when commanded
shut. We first introduce the simulation and diagnosis
tasks, and then define them more precisely.

2.1 Simulation and Diagnosis Tasks

We define a simulation task as follows.

Definition 1 (Simulation) Given a model φ and
initial conditions x0 at t0, generate the behaviour of
the system over an interval [t0,τ].

Standard Modelica simulation models have been
extended for diagnostics purposes by many authors,
e.g., (Åkerlund, 2001; de Kleer et al., 2013; Bäck,
2008). The extensions focus on enabling the model to
generate multiple possible behaviours (corresponding
to nominal and faulty component conditions) rather
than the single behaviour for a simulation model.

We formalise a diagnosis model as follows. As-
sume that we have a system S that can operate in
a nominal state, ξN , or a faulty state, ξF , where Ξ

is the set of possible states of S . We further as-
sume that we have a discrete vector of measurements,
ỸYY = {ỹ1, ..., ỹn} observed at times t = {1, ...,n} that
summarizes the response of the system S to control
variables UUU = {uuu1, ...,uuun}. Let YYY φ = {y1, ...,yn} denote
the corresponding predictions from a dynamic (non-
linear) model, φ , with parameter values θ : this can be
represented by YYY φ = φ(x0,θ ,ξ ,ŨUU), where x0 signifies
the initial states of the system at t0.

Diagnostics takes as input anomalous data that dis-
agrees with the system being in a nominal state, and
isolates the fault causing the anomalous sensor read-
ings. A range of definitions of diagnosis are possi-
ble, including the most likely diagnosis, all diagnoses,
etc. We assume a fixed diagnosis task T throughout
this article, e.g., computing the most likely diagnosis,
or a deterministic multiple-fault diagnosis. Diagnosis
is significantly more complex than simulation, as we
now show.

We specify a diagnosis model as follows:

Definition 2 (Diagnosis Model) We characterise
a Diagnosis Model φ using the tuple 〈VVV ,θθθ ,Ξ,E 〉,
where
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• VVV is a set of variables, consisting of variables
denoting the system state (XXX), control (UUU), and
observations (YYY ).

• θθθ is a set of parameters.
• Ξ is a set of system modes.
• E is a set of equations, with a subset Eξ ⊆ E for

each mode ξ ∈ Ξ.

We assume that we can use a physics-based ap-
proach to hand-generate a set E of equations to spec-
ify a model. Obtaining good diagnostics accuracy,
given a fixed E , entails estimating the parameters θθθ
to optimise that accuracy.

The classical definition of diagnosis is as a state es-
timation task, whose objective is to identify the sys-
tem state that minimises a residual vector. We refer
to this as accuracy-based diagnosis.

Definition 3 (Accuracy-Based Diagnosis)

ξ ∗ = argmin
ξ∈Ξ

R(ỸYY ,YYY φ ), (1)

where a residual vector R(ỸYY ,YYY φ ) measures the differ-
ence between the actual and model-simulated system
behaviour. An example of a residual vector is the
mean-squared-error (MSE).

Diagnostics inference (as well as control-based in-
ference) require not just accuracy but also computa-
tional efficiency, especially in real-time applications.
As a consequence, we need to generalise the accuracy-
based diagnosis notion to incorporate inference effi-
ciency as well as accuracy, using an inference com-
plexity measure as C (ỸYY ,φ).

Definition 4 (Diagnosis Optimisation) A diag-
nosis task jointly minimises a function g that incor-
porates the accuracy (based on the residual function)
and the inference complexity:

ξ ∗ = argmin
ξ∈Ξ

g
(

R(ỸYY ,YYY φ ),C (ỸYY ,φ)
)

, (2)

where g specifies a loss or penalty function that in-
duces a non-negative real-valued penalty based on the
lack of accuracy and computational cost.

Since this is a minimisation task, we typically need
to run multiple simulations over the space of pa-
rameters and modes to compute ξ ∗. We can ab-
stract this process as performing model-inversion, i.e.,
computing some ξ ∗ = φ−1(x0,θ ,ξ ,ŨUU) that minimises
R(ỸYY ,YYY φ ).

During this diagnostics inference task, a model φ
can play two roles: (a) simulating a behaviour to
estimate R(ỸYY ,YYY φ ); (b) enabling the computation of

ξ ∗ = φ−1(x0,θ ,ξ ,ŨUU). It is clear that diagnostics in-
ference requires a model that has good fidelity and
is computationally efficient for performing these two
roles.

In forward simulation, a model φ , with parameters
θθθ , can generate multiple observations ỸYY = {ỹ1, ..., ỹn}.
The diagnostics task involves performing the inverse
operation on these observations. Our objective thus
involves optimising the state estimation task over a
future set of observations, ỸYY = {ỸYY 1, ...,ỸYY n}. Our model
φ and inference algorithm A have different perfor-
mance based on ỸYY i, i = 1, ...,n: for example, (Feldman
et al., 2008) shows that both inference-accuracy and
-time vary based on the fault cardinality . As a conse-
quence, to compute ξ ∗ we want to optimise the mean
performance over future observations. This notion
of mean performance optimisation has been charac-
terised using the Bayesian model selection approach,
which we examine in section 3.3.

2.2 Running Example: Three-Tank

Benchmark

We now describe our running example, which is the
well-known tank benchmark. We will first describe
a tank component, and then connect three tanks in
series to form a tank system.

2.2.1 Tank Component

A component consists of a set of interfaces (inputs and
outputs), a set of functions to map inputs to outputs,
and a set of parameters. We use a tank to illustrate
this. A tank is a component that has an inflow of
fluid (qIn), and a regulated outflow (qOut) through a
hole at the bottom of the tank, which is controlled by
a valve. The height h of liquid in the tank is governed
by h ∝ (qIn−qOut).

A tank component has four interfaces (connectors
in Modelica): qIn for input flow, qOut for output
flow, pressure for providing pressure measurements,
and valve-control for setting the position of the valve
at the outlet of the tank.

Within Modelica, we assume that we will create
connector classes as follows. First, we have a class val
for reading the pressure level (Figure 1):

connector Measure ”Measuring pressure”
Real val(unit=”m”);

end Measure;

Figure 1. Modelica class for pressure level measurement

We create a class ActSignal for setting valve posi-
tion, and a class lflow for the liquid flow at inlets and
outlets.

The key equation regulating the behaviour of the
tank is the mass balance equation, where the change
in height of fluid is given by the difference in input and
output flows (assuming constant pressure). Figure 2
shows the Modelica code for this component.
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model Tank
parameter Real A=1 ”Ground area of tank in m2”;
parameter Real a=0.2 ”Area of drain hole in m2”;
constant Real g=Modelica.Constants.g n;
Real h(start=0.0,unit=”m”) ”Tank level”;
Real pressure(start=0.0,unit=”Nm”) ”Pressure”;
Interfaces.Measure pressure ”Connector, sensor

reading pressure (Nm)”;
Interfaces.LiquidFlow qIn ”Connector, flow (m3/s)

through input valve”;
Interfaces.LiquidFlow qOut ”Connector, flow (m3/s)

through output valve”;
Interfaces.ActSignal valve-control ”Connector,

actuator controlling output flow”;
equation

der(h)=(qIn.lflow - qOut.lflow)/A;
qOut.lflow = valve-control.ActSignal *

sqrt(max(0,2*g*h))*a;
pressure.val=pressure;

end Tank;

Figure 2. Modelica code for Tank component

Given this tank component, we can then generate
a system with multiple tanks in series simply by con-
necting the output flow connector of one tank to the
input flow connector of the succeeding tank.

2.2.2 Three-Tank System

In this paper, we use the three-tank system shown in
Fig. 3 to illustrate our approach. The three tanks are
denoted as T1, T2, and T3. Each tank has the same
area A1 = A2 = A3. For i = 1,2,3, tank Ti has height
hi, a pressure sensor pi, and a valve Vi, i = 1,2,3 that
controls the flow of liquid out of Ti. We assume that
gravity g = 10 and the liquid has density ρ = 1.

q0

p1* p2* p3*

V1 V2 V3

Figure 3. Diagram of the three-tank system.

Tank T1 gets filled from a pipe, with measured flow
q0. Using Torricelli’s law, the model can be described
by the following non-linear equations:

dh1

dt
=

1

A1

[

−κ1

√

h1 −h2 +q0

]

, (3)

dh2

dt
=

1

A2

[

κ1

√

h1 −h2 −κ2

√

h2 −h3

]

, (4)

dh3

dt
=

1

A3

[

κ2

√

h2 −h3 −κ3

√

h3

]

. (5)

In eq. 3, the coefficient κ1 denotes a parameter that

captures the product of the cross-sectional area of the
tank A1, the area of the drainage hole, a gravity-based
constant (

√
2g), and the friction/contraction factor of

the hole. κ2 and κ3 can be defined analogously.
Finally, the pressure at the bottom of each tank is

obtained from the height: pi = ghi, where i is the tank
index (i ∈ {1,2,3}).

We emphasize the use of the κi, i = 1,2,3 be-
cause we will use these parameter-values as a means
for “diagnosing” our system in term of changes in
κi, i = 1,2,3. Consider a physical valve R1 between
T1 and T2 that constraints the flow between the two
tanks. We can say that the valve changes proportion-
ally the cross-sectional drainage area of q1 and hence
κ1. The diagnostic task will be to compute the true
value of κ1, given p1, and from κ1 we can compute
the actual position of the valve R1.

We now characterise our nominal model in terms
of Definition 2:

• variables VVV consist of variables denoting
the system state (XXX = {h1,h2,h3}), control
(UUU = {q0,V1,V2,V3}), and observations (YYY =
{p1, p2, p3}).

• θθθ = {{A1, A2, A3},{κ1, κ2, κ3}} is the set of
parameters.

• Ξ consists of a single nominal mode.
• E is a set of equations, given by equations 3

through 5.

Note that this model has a total of 6 parameters.
Fault Model In this article we focus on valve

faults, where a valve can have a blockage or a leak.
We model this class of faults by including in equations
3 to 5 an additive parameter β , which is applied to the
parameter κ, i.e., as κi(1+βi), i = 1,2,3, where −1 ≤
βi ≤ 1

κi
−1, i= 1,2,3. β > 0 corresponds to a leak, such

that β ∈ (0,1/κ −1]; β < 0 corresponds to a blockage,
such that β ∈ [−1,0). The fault equations allow faults
for any combination of the valves {V1,V2,V3}, resulting
in system modes Ξ = {ξN ,ξ1,ξ2,ξ3,ξ12,ξ13,ξ23,ξ123},
where ξN is the nominal mode, and ξ· is the mode
where · denotes the combination of valves (taken from
a combination of {1,2,3}) which are faulty. This fault
model has 9 parameters.

3 Modelling Metrics

This section describes the metrics that can be ap-
plied to estimate properties of a diagnosis model. We
describe two types of metrics, dealing with accuracy
(fidelity) and complexity.

Given a space Φ of possible models, we can define
our model selection task as follows:

φ ∗ = argmin
φ∈Φ

g1

(

ỸYY ,YYY φ

)

+g2

(

C (ỸYY ,φ)
)

, (6)
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adopting the simplifying assumption that our loss
function g is additively decomposable. We now briefly
examine the accuracy (g1) and complexity (g2) met-
rics.

3.1 Model Accuracy

Model accuracy concerns the ability of a model to
mimic a real system. Since model fidelity for a multi-
mode approach varies depending on the mode, it
is important to explicitly consider the mean perfor-
mance of φ over the entire observation space Y (the
space of possible observations of the system). In this
article simulation accuracy is defined using an ex-
pected residual:

Definition 5 (Expected Residual) given a space
Y = {ỸYY 1, ...,ỸYY n} of observations, the expected residual
is the average over the n observations, e.g., as given
by: R̄ = 1

n ∑
n
i=1 R(ỸYY i,YYY φ ).

Diagnostics accuracy is different, in that it involves
computing the correct diagnosis without delays in
fault isolation from the pair (ỸYY ,YYY φ ). If we denote the
tuple (ω, t) as the correct diagnosis occurring at time
t, and (ω̂, t̂) as the computed diagnosis identified at
time t̂, then our g1 function must capture some differ-
ence measure for accuracy, e.g., ‖ω̂ −ω‖, and some
difference measure for isolation delays, e.g., ‖t̂ − t‖.
We can represent this abstractly as:

Definition 6 (Diagnosis Accuracy) Given mea-
sures for isolation accuracy (g′) and isolation delay
(g′′), diagnosis accuracy can be defined as

g1(ỸYY ,YYY φ ) = g′(‖ω̂ −ω‖)+g′′(‖t̂ − t‖).

3.2 Model Complexity

At present, there is no commonly-accepted definition
of model complexity, whether the model is used purely
for simulation or if it is used for diagnostics or con-
trol. Defining the complexity of a model is inherently
tricky, due to the number of factors involved.

Less complex models are often preferred either due
to their low computational simulation costs (Keating
et al., 2010), or to minimise model over-fitting given
observed data (Pande et al., 2009; Schoups et al.,
2008). Given the task of simulating a variable of in-
terest conditioned by certain future values of input
(control) variables, overfitting can lead to high uncer-
tainty in creating accurate simulations. Overfitting
is especially severe when we have limited observation
variables for generating a model representing the un-
derlying process dynamics. In contrast, models with
low parameter dimensionality (i.e. fewer parameters)
are considered less complex and hence are associated
with low prediction uncertainty (Pande et al., 2014).

Several approaches have been used, based on is-
sues like (a) number of variables (Kunz et al., 2006),
(b) model structure (Provan and Wang, 2007), (c)
number of free parameters (Pande et al., 2014), (d)
number of parameters that the data can constrain
(Spiegelhalter et al., 2002), (e) a notion of model
weight (Du, 2014), or (f) type and order of equations
for a non-linear dynamical model (Antoulas et al.,
2001), where type corresponds to non-linear, linear,
etc.; e.g., order for a non-linear model is such that a
k-th order system has k-th derivates in E .

Factors that contribute to the true cost of a model
include: (a) model-generation; (b) parameter estima-
tion; and (c) simulation complexity, i.e., the computa-
tional expense (in terms of CPU-time and memory)
needed to simulate the model given a set of initial
conditions Rather than try to formulate this notion
in terms of the number of model variables or param-
eters, or a notion of model structural complexity, we
specify model complexity in terms of a measure based
on parameter estimation, and inference complexity,
assuming a construction cost of zero.

A thorough analysis of model complexity will need
to take into consideration the model equation class,
since model complexity is class-specific. For exam-
ple, for non-linear dynamical models, complexity is
governed by the type and order of equations (An-
toulas et al., 2001). In contrast, for linear dynami-
cal models, which have only matrices and variables
in equations (no derivatives), it is the order of the
matrices that determines complexity. In this article,
we assume that models are of appropriate complexity,
and hence do not address Model order reduction tech-
niques (Antoulas et al., 2001), which aim to generate
lower-dimensional systems that trade off fidelity for
reduced model complexity.

3.3 Bayesian Model Complexity

The Bayesian model complexity approach, which is
based on the model likelihood, measures whether the
increased “complexity” of a model with more param-
eters is justified by the data. The Bayesian approach
chooses a model (and a model structure) from a set
of competing models (from the set of corresponding
model structures, respectively) such that the value of
a Bayesian criterion is maximized (or prediction un-
certainty in choosing a model structure is minimized).

The Bayesian approach addresses prediction uncer-
tainty by specifying an appropriate likelihood func-
tion. In other words, it specifies the probability with
which the observed values of a variable of interest are
generated by a model. The marginal likelihood of
a model structure, which represents a class of mod-
els capturing the same processes (and hence have the
same parameter dimensionality), is obtained by inte-
grating over the prior distribution of model parame-
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ters; this measures the prediction uncertainty of the
model structure (Vrugt and Robinson, 2007).

The idea is that by adding parameters to a model
we obtain improvement in fit, but at the expense of
making parameter estimates“worse”’ because we have
less data (i.e., information) per parameter. In addi-
tion, the computations typically require more time.
So the key question is how to identify how complex a
model works best for a given problem.

In the statistics literature several decomposable
approximations have been proposed. We now re-
view the best-known methods. (Spiegelhalter et al.,
2002) have proposed a well-known such decomposable
framework, termed the Deviance Information Crite-
rion (DIC), which measures the number of model pa-
rameters that the data can constrain.: DIC = D+ pD,
where D is a measure of fit (expected deviance), and
pD is a complexity measure, the effective number of
parameters. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
(Akaike, 1974, 1981) is another well-known measure:

AIC = L (θ̂θθ) + 2k, where θ̂θθ is the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimate (MLE) of θθθ and k is the number of
parameters.

Another computationally more tractable ap-
proach is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

(Schwarz, 1978): BIC = −2L (θ̂θθ)+ klogn, where k is
the number of estimable parameters, and n is the sam-
ple size (number of observations). BIC was developed
as an approximation to the log marginal likelihood of
a model, and therefore, the difference between two
BIC estimates may be a good approximation to the
natural log of the Bayes factor. Given equal priors
for all competing models, choosing the model with
the smallest BIC is equivalent to selecting the model
with the maximum posterior probability. BIC as-
sumes that the (parameters’) prior is the unit infor-
mation prior (i.e., a multivariate normal prior with
mean at the maximum likelihood estimate and vari-
ance equal to the expected information matrix for one
observation).

(Wagenmakers, 2007) shows that one can convert
the BIC measure to BIC = n log SSE

SStotal
+ k logn, where

SSE is the sum of squares for the error term. In our
experiments, we assume that the non-linear model is
the “correct” model (or the null hypothesis H0), and
either the linear or qualitative models are the com-
peting model (or alternative hypothesis H1). Hence
what we do is use BIC to compare the non-linear to
each of the competing models.

4 Experimental Design

This section compares three tank benchmark models
according to various model-selection measures. We
adopt as our “correct” model the non-linear model.

We will examine the fidelity and complexity trade-
offs of two simpler models over a selection of failure
scenarios.

The diagnostic task will be to compute the fault
state of the system, given an injected fault. This
translates to different tasks given the different mod-
els.

non-linear model estimate the true value of κ1

given p1, which corresponds to a most-likely fail-
ure mode assignment of one of (ξN ,ξB,ξP).

linear model estimate the true value of κ1 given p1,
which corresponds to a most-likely failure mode
assignment of one of (ξN ,ξB,ξP).

qualitative model estimate the failure mode as-
signment of one of (ξN ,ξB,ξP).

4.1 Alternative Models

This section describes the two alternative models that
we compare to the non-linear model, a linear and a
qualitative model.

4.1.1 Linear Model

We compare the non-linear model with a linearised
version. We can perform this linearised process in a
variety of ways (Spanos, 1977). In this simple tank
example, we can perform the linearisation directly
through replacement of non-linear and linear oper-
ators, as shown below.

Nominal Model We can linearise the the non-linear
3-tank model by replacing the non-linear sub-function
√

hi −h j with the linear sub-function γi j(hi − h j),
where γi j is a parameter (to be estimated) govern-
ing the flow between tanks i and j. The linear model
has 4 parameters, γ12, γ12, γ23, γ3.

Fault Model The fault model introduces a param-
eter βi associated with κi, i.e., we replace κi with
κi(1+βi), i = 1,2,3, where −1 ≤ βi ≤ 1

κi
−1, i = 1,2,3.

This model has 7 parameters, adding parameters
β1, β2, β3.

4.1.2 Qualitative Model

Nominal Model For the model we replace the non-
linear sub-function

√

hi −h j with the qualitative sub-
function M+(hi − h j), where M+ is the set of reason-
able functions f such that f ′ > 0 on the interior of its
domain (Kuipers and Åström, 1994).

The tank-heights are constrained to be non-
negative, as are the parameters κi. As a consequence,
we can discretize the hi to take on values {+,0},
which means that M+(hi − h j) can take on values

{+,0,−}. The domain for dh1
dt

must be {+,0,−}, since
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position first generates a model where T1 is non-
linear, T2 is non-linear, and T3 is non-linear. In
the second call NextModelComposition changes
T1 from non-linear to linear. Depending on the im-
plementation of NextModelComposition the next
candidate can be either T1 and T2 non-linear while T3

linear or T1 non-linear, T2 linear, and T3 non-linear.
The greedy search approach guarantees that Algo-

rithm 1 will terminate with O(n) model evaluations,
but at the cost of optimality. Optimality is also lim-
ited by the “quality” of the component models and
the set of test cases used for testing the metrics.

6 Experimental Results

This section describes our experimental results, sum-
marising the data first and then discussing the impli-
cations of the results.

6.1 Model Comparisons

We have empirically compared the diagnostics perfor-
mance of several multi-tank models. In our first set
of experiments, we ran a simulation over 500 seconds,
and induced a fault (valve V1 at 50%) after 250 s.
The model combinations involved a non-linear (NL)
model, a model (denoted M) with tank T1 being lin-
ear (and other tanks non-linear), a fully linear model
(denoted L), and a Qualitative model (denoted Q).

To compute a measure of diagnostics error (or loss),
we use the difference between the true fault (which is
known for each simulation) and the computed fault.
We denote the true fault existing at time t using the
pair (ω, t); the computed fault at time t is denoted
using the pair (ω̂, t̂). The inference system that we
use, LNG, computes an uncertainty measure associ-
ated with each computed fault, denoted P(ω̂). Hence,
we define a measure of diagnostics error over a time
window [0,T ] using

γD
1 =

T

∑
t=0

∑
ξ∈Ξ

|P(ω̂)−ω|, (7)

where Ξ is the set of failure modes for the model.
Our second metric covers the fault latency, i.e., how

quickly the model identifies the true fault (ω, t):

γ3 = t − t̂. (8)

Table 1 summarises our results. The first columns
compare the number of parameters for the different
models, followed by comparisons of the error (γ1) and
the CPU-time (γ3). The data show that the error(γ1)
does not grow very much as we increase model size,
but it increases as we decrease model fidelity from
non-linear through to qualitative models. In contrast,

the CPU-time (a) increases as we increase model size,
and (b) is proportional to model fidelity, i.e., it and
decreases as we decrease model fidelity from non-
linear through to qualitative models.

Tanks 2 3 4

# Parameters NL 7 9 11
M 6 8 10
L 5 7 9
Q 2 3 4

γ1 NL 242 242 242
M 997 1076 1192
L 1236 1288 1342
Q 3859 3994 4261

γ3 NL 10.59 23.7 39.5
M 8.52 17.96 34.6
L 6.11 10.57 32.0
Q 4.64 7.31 26.4

Table 1. Data for 2-, 3-, and 4-tank models using Non-
linear (NL), Mixed (M), Linear (L) and Qualitative (Q)
representations

In a second set of experiments, we focused on multi-
ple model types for a 3-tank system, with simulations
running over 50s. The model combinations involved
a non-linear (NL) model, a model with tank 3 lin-
ear (and other tanks non-linear), a model with tanks
2 and 3 linear and tank 1 non-linear, a fully linear
model, and a qualitative model. Table 2 summarises
our results.

The data show that, as model fidelity decreases, the
error γ1 increases significantly and the inference times
γ3 decrease modestly. If we examine the outputs from
AICc, we see that the best model is the mixed model
(T3-linear). BIC indicates the qualitative model as
the best; it is worth noting that BIC typically will
choose the simplest model.

γ1 γ3 AICc BIC

Non-Linear 0.97 23.7 29.45 43.7
T3-linear 3.12 17.96 26.77 42.9
T2,T3-linear 21.96 13.21 31.12 39.56
Linear 77.43 10.57 35.76 37.55
Qualitative 304.41 9.74 43.01 29.13

Table 2. Data for 3-tank model, using Non-linear,
Mixed, Linear and Qualitative representations, given a
fault (valve V1 at 50%) after 25 s

6.2 Discussion

Our results show that MBD is a complex task with
several conflicting factors.
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• The error γ1 is inversely proportional to model
fidelity, given a fixed diagnosis task.

• The error γ1 increases with fault cardinality.

• The CPU-time γ3 increases with model size (i.e.,
number of tanks).

We have shown how one can extend a set of
information-theoretic metrics to combine these com-
peting factors in diagnostics model selection. Fur-
ther work is necessary to identify how best to extend
the existing information-theoretic metrics to suit the
needs of diagnostics inference.

It is important to note that we conducted exper-
iments with un-calibrated models, and we have ig-
nored the cost of calibration in this article. The lit-
erature suggests that linear models can be calibrated
to achieve good performance, although performance
inferior to that of calibrated non-linear models. This
class of qualitative models does not possess calibra-
tion factors, so calibration will not improve their per-
formance.

This article has introduced a framework that can
be used to trade off the different factors in MBD. It
is likely that the “best” model may be domain- and
task-specific; further work is needed to answer this
notion.

7 Conclusions

This article has presented a framework for generat-
ing Modelica models for a range of applications, such
as simulation, control and diagnosis. Our approach
can tailor the fidelity of the model to the applica-
tion, using an application-specific metric for judging
model “quality”. The metric aims to balance compet-
ing properties of models, e.g., fidelity and computa-
tional complexity.

We demonstrated our approach on the domain of
model-based diagnosis (MBD). We have proposed
some Bayesian metrics for MBD model evaluation,
and conducted some preliminary experiments to show
how these metrics may be applied. This work thus
constitutes a start to a full analysis of model per-
formance. Our intention is to initiate a more for-
mal analysis of modeling and model evaluation, since
there is no framework in existence for this task. Fur-
ther, the experiments are only preliminary, and are
meant to demonstrate how a framework can be ap-
plied to model comparison and evaluation.

Significant work remains to be done, on a range of
fronts. In particular, a thorough empirical investiga-
tion is needed on diagnostics modeling. Second, the
real-world utility of our proposed framework needs to
be determined. Third, a theoretical study of the is-
sues of mode-based parameter estimation and its use
for MBD is necessary.
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